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Organizing Your Digital Images on Your Computer

You can use Windows Explorer to store and organize 
your digital photos. 
Working with folders in Windows is easy, so you can 
organize your digital image files in a snap.

 In Windows, to create folders to store your images:



  

1 Choose Start -All Programs – 
Accessories- Windows Explorer.

Note that this step applies to Windows XP 
and Vista. If youre using an older version of 
Windows, you can achieve the same by 
choosing Start- Programs- Explorer. You can 
also right-click the Start button and select 
Explore from the context menu.



  

2 When Windows Explorer opens, 
click the C: drive icon.

This opens your computers hard drive.



  

3 If a plus sign appears to the left of the drive’s icon, click that plus 
sign to display the folders currently on the drive.

If a minus sign appears to the left of the icon, you can already see all 
the folders.

If you don’t see the Folder pane, you can open it either by choosing 
View→Explorer Bar→Folders or by clicking the Folders button on the 

toolbar.



  

4 Select the folder in which you want to organize your images.

If you want to use an existing folder, click it. 
If you want to start a new folder for your photos, choose 

File→New→Folder from the menu bar, then type in a name 
when your new folder appears (as shown in this figure).



  

5 Move your image files to the folder you selected.
You can just drag and drop your image files.



  

6 Organize your photos however you want.
You can make subfolders in your main photo folder to 

help you categorize your images.



  

Here is an example of a Picture Folder layout



  

Photo Editors for Managing Photographs

Managing your photos involves finding the best way to name, 
store, edit, process, and keep track of the photo files on your 

computer. 
The more photos you have, the more you’ll find it helpful to 

have a programme assist you.



  

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop is the industry standard graphics editor. 

Photoshop can be used for things that Lightroom can’t do, or 
does poorly. You can handle all basic image processing in 

Lightroom and, if necessary, export the photo to Photoshop to 
finish it. You can remove distractions from photos, create 

complicated layers to isolate adjustments to certain parts of 
the photo (the background, for example, or a person’s face), 
apply creative filters, and more.  Photoshop also opens and 
processes Raw photos with the help of Adobe Camera Raw.



  

Corel PaintShop Pro
Corel PaintShop Pro is an all-in-one photo editor that feels a 
bit like a cross between Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop. 

You can manage, adjust, and edit photos using one 
application. PaintShop Pro supports Raw files from most 

cameras.



  

GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program)

GIMP is basically free Photoshop. Do you need more?
 

The main drawback for photographers is the lack of built-in Raw support. 
If you need that, pass on GIMP. 

If you use JPEGs only and want to try out an advanced image editor with plenty of other 
features for free, give it a try.



  

Organizing Your Digital Images
Do you know where your photos are? If you’re like most people, probably not

Digital photography seems like such an elegant solution to the old 
problem of those boxes full of photos we used to see in our grandparents’ 
closets. 
The reality of it is, we’ve replaced those piles of scattered prints with 
unnamed digital folders and jumbles of semi-cloud-synced albums from 
every smartphone we’ve ever owned.
It’s so easy to end up with photos saved all over the place – cloud 
storage, folders spread out all over your computer desktop, external hard 
drives, thumb drives, photo streams, etc. 
Organizing all those images can become pretty overwhelming, and it only 
becomes more so the longer you wait. Fortunately, we have 10 simple 
steps you can take to organize and manage your photo saving workflow 
and keep it under control.



  

Name Your Photos

This sounds embarrassingly easy, right? But those of us who have actually tried to 
name every single one of our hundreds (if not thousands) of photos know it’s a 

daunting task.
It’s honestly not realistic to try and give a unique name to every single photo we 
take. There are just too many. But one thing you can do is give all of the photos 

from a particular date or event the same name and sequence them with a number 
after each photo. 



  

You can do this when exporting from Lightroom :



  

Use Folders (and Subfolders and Sub-Subfolders)

It’s really up to you how specific you want to get 
when you are categorising images, but the more 
folders you have separating out unique events, 
trips, and projects, the more quickly you’ll be able 
to find a particular one that comes to mind.

 Maybe for you the folder sequence will be purely 
chronological:



  



  

Identify Photos by Their Attributes
This may seem redundant after talking about folders. That’s because a lot of people don’t 
really understand how systems like keywords, tags, and labels work. Folders are a way 
of grouping and categorizing your images. Labeling them with keywords is more of a way 
to connect photos across different categories, which makes it easy to recall the ones you 
want when youre ready.

Its the same general idea as tagging photos on Facebook or in a looser sense, using a 
hashtag on Instagram. You're labelling attributes or subject matter in that picture so that 
in the future, you can recall that picture based on one of those things. More importantly, 
by naming that attribute in the form of a tag, keyword, or label, you can call up any other 
images in your library that share it (as long as you’ve taken the time to label or tag those 
images as well)

This is where geolocation comes in handy, as well. Seeing where you physically were 
when a photo was taken, simply by opening up the image’s data, will jog your memory if 
you’re struggling to identify the right folder or category for a particular image.

https://phlearn.com/tutorial/how-to-add-metadata-to-photos-in-lightroom/


  

Use Favourites, but Use Them Wisely
Most camera rolls and cataloging systems will give you the option to select favorite 
images. In Lightroom, they’re called picks and you press P to flag them. Google 
uses stars. Your iPhone lets you tap a little heart. It’s a super-easy, quick way to 
mark images that stand out to you and send them to a dedicated group of other 
important images.

The issue here is that you’re basically creating an elite group of photos that share the 
same problem you were already facing on a larger scale. 

If you don’t clean Favourites out every so often, it basically becomes a digital junk 
drawer.

There are two ways to keep this from happening:

Use Favourites only for the very most significant or often-needed images in your 
collection.

Use Favourites to set aside images for specific projects and empty it out after each 
project is completed.

https://phlearn.com/tutorial/beginners-guide-lightroom/


  

Create a Central Hub
The most important thing about getting your digital photos organized is to get them all in the same 
place. We’re not talking about dumping them all into one folder and calling it a day, we’re talking 
about finding one centralized hub to host your images. Your choice should meet three important 
criteria. It should be:

Accessible To be a practical system that you’l actually continue to use, it needs to be located 
somewhere you can get to with little to no hassle. The Photos app in Mac, the Pictures folder in 
Windows, or a system of folders on your desktop will all work perfectly well.

Durable It goes without saying, you want this location to be a safe place for your images to live for 
a very long time. That means it should not only be physically strong if applicable, but as future-
proofed as you can manage.

Easy to Back You want to be able to set up a smooth workflow for saving extra copies of all your 
photos in the event that your central hub goes kaput.



  

Invest in a Quality External Hard Drive
The idea is to have a mothership of memories (the central hub we just established) 
readily available to you, with a separate physical backup (for example, on an 
external hard drive) and one backup in the Cloud (we will talk more about that in a 
minute). It’s not as much work as it sounds like; you can automate your backups pretty 
easily on both fronts so really your only responsibility once you get your system set up 
is to keep using that system.

You can choose a desktop hard drive that draws power from a wall outlet (faster file 
transfers) or a lightweight one that’s powered through the data cable connecting it to 
your machine (more portable). If you’re using a Mac get friendly with Time Machine to 
automatically back up your photos and pretty much everything else whenever your hard 
drive is connected to your computer. You can do basically the same thing on a Windows 
machine with File History.

https://phlearn.com/magazine/15-things-every-photographer-needs-to-carry/
https://macpaw.com/how-to/backup-pictures
https://thewirecutter.com/reviews/how-to-back-up-your-computer/


  

Look at Your Cloud Storage Options
The Cloud is an appealing form of storage, because it’s convenient. You sign up, you 
sync, possibly pay a certain amount, and then you don’t really think about it again. 
It’s accessible from anywhere with an internet connection and you can share photos 
easily with a quick link.

But however simple the Cloud is, it’s not a standalone, permanent solution for storing 
your memories or your work. Companies go out of business, shared folders get 
taken offline, and internet connections go on vacation right when you need your 
images the most.

If you’re looking to back up a few family photos, you can probably get away with the 
free amount of storage that you no doubt already get as a bonus for signing up for 
something completely different. Got Amazon Prime? You’re set with Amazon Drive. 
Use Google Drive? Try Google Photos. Have a photography plan through Adobe? 
You’ve got anywhere from 20GB to 1T.

Mac users can sync their Photos app pretty seamlessly with an iCloud plan, which is 
available to Windows users,
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